Language theoretic aspects and algorithmic properties of particular classes of context-free collage languages and of patterns generated by iterated function systems are studied. These classes are defined by restricting the allowed transformations to a sort of similarity transformations called grid transformations. It turns out that, thanks to this restriction, the language classes have nice closure properties, and non-trivial questions concerning the generated pictures can be decided.
INTRODUCTION
We study context-free collage languages, being essentially the languages that can be generated using the collage grammars by Habel and Kreowski ([20] ; see also the more recent papers by Dassow, Drewes, Habel, Kreowski, and Taubenberger [21, 13, 9, 14] ) and iterated function systems (IFSs; cf. [3, 23] ). Both are formal systems used to generate d-dimensional pictures by iteratively applying transformations to some initial objects. In this paper special cases are considered. These are obtained by restricting the set of For what concerns IFSs, some very famous fractals are definable by grid IFSs. In R, a 3-grid IFS defines the Cantor set. In R 2 one encounters the Cantor dust, the Sierpin ski gasket, and the Sierpin ski carpet. In R 3 the Sierpin ski sponge is a well-known example.
As the title suggests, language theoretic and algorithmic properties of the two sorts of picture generating devices are addressed. The language theoretic investigations mainly concentrate on context-free grid collage languages and the closure properties of this class. The algorithmic questions mostly concern decision problems: is it decidable whether all collages of a given language contain a certain rational point? Is it decidable whether the fractal generated by a grid IFS is connected? Whether two fractals generated by grid IFSs intersect?
Just to mention some of the results, context-free m-grid collage languages are not only closed under union, but also under intersection and set difference, and it is decidable whether a given rational point appears in all collages of such a language. (The closure results seem to suggest calling the languages regular rather than context-free. It will be argued later why the term context-free is nevertheless preferred, here.) The main results concerning m-grid IFSs say that one can decide whether the fractals defined by two of them intersect and, for the subclass of non-hierarchical m-grid IFSs, whether the generated patterns are connected. These results are in contrast to the mostly negative results for related questions found so far (see the papers by Dassow and Hinz [10] , Dassow, Habel, and Taubenberger [9] , Drewes and Kreowski [14] , and, in particular, [15] by Dube, who showed that the questions studied in the present paper are undecidable for a more general class of IFSs).
In order to provide a framework in which questions like those mentioned can be dealt with in a uniform and convenient manner in this paper the general notion of contextfree sets invented by Mezei and Wright [22] (who called them equational), is employed to define context-freeness of collage languages. A collage language is called context-free with respect to some predefined set of operations on collages if there is a regular set of terms over these operations and collages as constants which defines the language in question. This perspective turns out to be helpful as proofs can be expressed in terms of tree transducers acting on the terms that denote collages. Furthermore, the use of tree transducers makes it possible to treat IFSs and their hierarchical variant in a similar way since these can also be defined by the help of tree transducers. Thus, as a by-product, the paper reveals a new sight on the relations and differences between the context-free generation of collage languages and the generation of patterns using IFSs.
In order to be able to consider questions such as the intersection emptiness of two patterns the concept of top-down tree transducers is extended from the unary type known from the literature (one input term is transformed into one output term) to the n-ary case (n input terms are transformed into one output term). This yields the notion of multi-tree transducers, which to the author's knowledge and perception introduces a new class of tree transducers of independent interest. It turns out that some results known for top-down tree transducers allow a suitable generalization to multi tree transducers. Furthermore, regular tree grammars emerge naturally as nullary multi-tree transducers.
The paper is structured as follows. The next section sets up the basic definitions and notations used throughout the paper. In Section 3 the sorts of tree transducers used are introduced or recalled, respectively, and some of their properties are pointed out. In Section 4 context-free grid collage languages are introduced, and Section 5 presents some results about language theoretic properties and related decidability results. In Section 6 the decidability of the question whether the patterns of two grid collage languages intersect is established. In Section 7 we turn to the investigation of iterated function systems. In particular, a decidability result concerning the connectedness of the generated patterns is proved. Some consequences of this result are given in Section 8, including a polynomial decision algorithm for connectedness. The last section contains some concluding remarks. Furthermore, there is an appendix collecting some proofs of auxiliary results.
All constructions given in the paper, as far as tree transducers and algorithms are concerned, and the results about tree transducers taken from the literature are based on effective procedures. Therefore, this fact will not be mentioned explicitly in the formal statements. The reader should keep in mind that``there is an algorithm'' is always to be read as`o ne can effectively construct an algorithm.''
BASIC DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS
We denote by N the set of all natural numbers (including 0), by N + the set of all positive natural numbers (that is, >n and n+ = +n= for all n # N, Q denotes the set of all rational numbers, and R the set of all reals. If S is a set its powerset is^(S); its cardinality is |S|, where |S| = if S is countably infinite. A finite sequence consisting of n elements a 1 , ..., a n is denoted by a 1 } } } a n . If f is a mapping yielding sequences, the ith component of f (x) may be denoted by f(x, i) rather than by f (x) i .
The composition of functions f and f $, first f then f $, is denoted by f $ b f. The extension of a function f : X Ä Y to the powerset of X is also denoted by f and is defined by f (X$)=[ f(x) | x # X$] for all X$ X. The reflexive and transitive closure of a binary relation Ä is denoted by Ä*. The term graph means a graph in the sense of graph theory, that is, not the graph of a function.
In the paper we consider the Euclidean space R d (that is, R d together with the Euclidean metric) for some arbitrary dimension d # N. It will turn out to be convenient not to restrict d to the set N + , that is, we consider also the zero dimensional space R 0 which consists of just one point: the empty tuple ( ). Consequently, there is only one transformation on R 0 and two subsets of R 0 intersect if and only if they are both non-empty. For x, y # R the closed interval [z # R | x z y] is denoted by [x, y] .
A signature is a finite set of operation symbols each of which has a rank n # N. Signatures will usually be denoted by 7, 7$, etc. If f # 7 has rank n this is indicated (if necessary) by writing f (n) . The set T 7 of terms over a signature 7 is defined inductively: If f (k) # 7 and t 1 , ..., t k # T 7 then (and only then) ft 1 } } } t k is a term. We shall sometimes enclose t i in parentheses in order to enhance readability. Thus, if 7=[ f (3) , g (2) , h (1) , a (0) , b (0) ] and the term t= ft 1 t 2 t 3 is given by t 1 =ha, t 2 = gab, t 3 =hb, then t may be denoted by f (ha)( gab)(hb). In connection with unary symbols like h we use the common abbreviation h n t to denote the term t for n=0 and h(h n&1 t) for larger n. In the context of terms the symbols x 1 , x 2 , } } } denote pairwise distinct variables, and X k denotes [x 1 , ..., x k ] for k # N. Variables are generally viewed as symbols of rank 0, and we assume that none of the signatures considered in the following contains any x i . By T 7 (X k ) we denote the set T 7 _ Xk of terms with variables in X k . A term is linear if no variable occurs twice in it. For t # T 7 (X k ) we let t[t 1 } } } t k ] denote the term obtained from t by replacing every variable x i with the corresponding term t i , for i # [k] .
A (left-linear) term rewrite rule \ is a pair \=(l, r) of terms such that l contains each of the variables in X k exactly once (for some k # N) and every variable in r is in X k . Such a rule is usually denoted by l Ä r, and the terms l and r are said to be its left-and right-hand sides. The rule is said to be linear if r is linear. If x 1 , ..., x k are the variables in l the derivation relation Ä \ is defined as follows. For every term s, if s can be written as t[l[t 1 } } } t k ]], where t is a term containing exactly one occurrence of x 1 , then s Ä \ t[r[t 1 } } } t k ]]. If R is a set of term rewrite rules we let Ä R = \ # R Ä \ . A sequence s 0 Ä R s 1 Ä R } } } Ä R s n is called a derivation of length n in R. Usually, we shall not distinguish between term rewrite rules that are equal up to a renaming of variables, as such rules obviously yield identical derivation relations.
If 7 is a signature, a 7-algebra K is defined as usual. It consists of a domain K and an operation f K : K n Ä K for every f (n) # 7, called the interpretation of f in K. For every term t # T 7 its value in K is denoted by val K (t). It is given by val K (t)= f K (val K (t 1 ), ..., val K (t n )) if t= ft 1 } } } t n . In the following, the index K in f K and val K will mostly be omitted. We will consider only term-generated algebras, that is, we have K=val(T 7 ) for all 7-algebras K studied. Taking this as a convention, to define an algebra it suffices to define its operations.
If a 7-algebra K is given we often use the notation T K to name T 7 , in order to avoid the explicit introduction of 7. An algebra of special interest is the boolean algebra B whose domain B is the set [true, false]of truth values and whose operations are c (1) , 7 (2) , 6 (2) , true (0) , and false
with their usual meaning, where 7 and 6 are used as infix symbols for better readability.
As usual in the context of tree transducers we use the word``tree'' as a synonym for``term,'' that is, a tree is always a term over a given signature rather than a tree in the mathematical sense. Of course, this is justified by the wellknown representation of terms as rooted and ordered trees whose nodes are labelled with the operation symbols in a term and ranked accordingly.
TOP-DOWN AND BOTTOM-UP TREE TRANSDUCERS
In this section we introduce and recall the sorts of tree transducers we are going to use throughout this paper. Tree transducers are finite state devices that compute mappings between terms, so-called tree transductions. Two of the simplest types of tree transducers are top-down and bottom-up tree transducers (see [24, 25, 27, 16, 2, 19] ). These work very much like sequential machines, though the mechanism is generalized from strings to trees. However, whereas it does not make a great difference whether a string is read from left to right or from right to left, it is important how we decide to process a tree: from the root down to the leaves (topdown) or from the leaves upwards to the root (bottom-up). Depending on this decision, we obtain top-down or bottomup tree transductions two incomparable classes (see Engelfriet [16, Theorem 2.3, p. 209] ). Both sorts of tree transducers transform one input term into one output term. Below, we shall introduce a generalization of top-down tree transducers to the n-ary case, transforming n input terms into one output term. The proofs of this section are sometimes omitted and otherwise only sketched, because this paper is not mainly devoted to the study of tree transductions as such. Detailed proofs and more facts about multitree transducers can be found in the author's doctoral dissertation [11] . In addition to multi-tree transductions we shall sometimes also use the normal bottom-up tree transductions, recalled at the end of this section.
3.2. Definition (n-ary tree transduction). An n-ary tree transduction { ::
If { is an n-ary tree transduction and T 1 , ..., T n are sets of terms we let {(T 1 , ...,
Note that a nullary tree transduction { just defines the set {( )=range({) T 7 . In the following sections the considered n-ary tree transductions will all be functional (in case n>0) in the sense that {(t 1 , ..., t n ) is a singleton for all t 1 # T 71 , ..., t n # T 7n . In this case we view { as a mapping into T 7 rather than into^(T 7 ). A convenient notion is that of computation by tree transductions [11] . If we are given n input algebras and one target algebra we can compute an n-ary mapping f from the domains of the input algebras into the domain of the target algebra by an n-ary tree transduction. The tree transduction gets as input n terms whose values are the arguments a 1 , ..., a n of f, and it computes a term denoting f (a 1 , ..., a n ). The formal definition looks as follows.
Definition (Computation by tree transductions).
Let K 1 , ..., K n , K be algebras and let f : K 1 _ } } } _K n Ä K be a mapping. Then, a tree transduction { ::
Notice that, strictly speaking, one has to point out the algebras K 1 , ..., K n , K referred to when saying that there exists a tree transduction that computes a given function. This is because, obviously, whether we can compute a given function in this way does not only depend on the sort of tree transductions used. It also depends on the power of operations available in the considered algebras. In the following, however, the algebras referred to will always be clear from the context, so there is no need to mention them explicitly each time.
Below, we first define the type of rules allowed to be used in multi-tree transducers and then multi-tree transducers as such. In order to make the definition readable let us denote by x : , where : is a sequence i 1 } } } i n of natural numbers, the sequence x i1 , } } } x in of variables and let [
3.3. Definition (Multi-top-down rule). Let 7 1 , ..., 7 k , 7 be signatures and let 1 be a signature of states disjoint with 7 _ 7 1 _ } } } _ 7 k . A multi-top-down rule over these signatures is a term rewrite rule #(
The application of a multi-top-down rule is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Intuitively, the state #``consumes'' the top-most symbols of the k argument terms, replacing them with the corresponding part of the output term. The latter is a term over symbols from 7, but it contains subterms that consist of states # 1 , ..., # l applied to some of the subterms of the input terms. Thus, if we continue applying multi-top-down rules we obtain a recursion consuming the input terms in a top-down fashion, thereby constructing the output term.
The reader should note the last restriction in Definition 3.3. It says that no state in the right-hand side will obtain two or more arguments from one and the same input place. This restriction is a natural one (at least in the author's opinion) because the intention is to keep as much as possible of the spirit of top-down tree transducers and carry it over to the n-ary case. Therefore, allowing rules like #( fx 1 x 2 ) Ä g(#$x 1 x 2 ) does not appear very appropriate. It would, for example, lead to unary tree transductions whose domain is not necessarily regular, which is one of the most basic properties of top-down tree transductions.
3.4.
Definition (Multi-tree transducer). Let 7 1 , ..., 7 k , 7 be signatures. A multi-tree transducer td :: T 71 _ } } } _T 7k Ä T 7 of arity k is a tuple td= (7 1 , ..., 7 k , 7, 1, R, # 0 ) such that v 1 is a signature of states disjoint with
0 # 1 is the initial state, and v R is a finite set of term rewrite rules, where each rule is a multi-top-down rule over 7 i1 , ..., 7 il , 7, and 1 for some
The derivation relation Ä td defined by td is given by Ä R . The multi-tree transduction td defined by td is the k-ary tree transduction given by td(t 1 , ...,
As in the definition, we shall usually denote multi-tree transducers by td, td$, td i , and the like. This refers to the fact that multi-tree transducers read their input from the top down, as opposed to bottom-up tree transducers. The latter will be recalled at the end of this section and are usually denoted by bu, bu$, bu i , etc.
3.5. Example (binary multi-tree transducer). As an example, consider the signatures 7=[succ (1) , 1 (0) ] and 7$=[+ (2) , 1 (0) ] and the binary multi-tree transducer td:: T 7 _T 7 Ä T 7$ with states mul (2) and id (1) (where mul is the initial state), and rules
Let K and K$ be the algebras with domain N and operations in 7 and 7$, respectively, where the symbols are interpreted as usual. Then, the reader may easily verify that td computes the binary mapping f : N_N Ä N with f (n 1 , n 1 )=n 1 } n 2 .
We shall distinguish a number of special cases of multi-tree transducers. A multi-tree transducer td= (7 1 , ..., 7 n , 7, 1, R, # 0 ) is v linear if R is a set of linear rules; v nondeleting if, for all rules in R, every variable in its lefthand side occurs also in its right-hand side; v deterministic if there are no rules with equal left-hand sides (up to variable renaming); v safe if for all t 1 # T 71 , ..., t n # T 7n and all terms t with # 0 t 1 } } } t n Ä* td t there exists some t$ # T 7 with t Ä* td t$; v consuming if there is no state of rank 0; v 1-producing if all right-hand sides of rules in R have the form f (# 1 x :1 ) } } } (# k x :k ), where f (k) # 7 (for some k # N) and
If a multi-tree transducer has some of these properties we also say that the multi-tree transduction it computes has the respective properties. Thus, for example, a multi-tree transduction { is linear and non-deleting if there exists a linear and non-deleting multi-tree transducer td such that td={.
Consuming unary multi-tree transducers are what is usually called a top-down tree transducer in the literature. If a multi-tree transducer is consuming it does not admit infinite derivations. In fact, if a derivation starts with a tuple of input terms the largest one of which has size n, then its length cannot exceed n if the transducer is linear. Otherwise, its length can at most be exponential. Clearly, if nullary states are present such a statement does not necessarily hold since we may have cycles of the form
The notion of safeness can be regarded as a substitute for the usual``syntactic'' notion of totality used in the area of tree transducers. In contrast to the``semantic'' notion of totality, which just requires td(t 1 , ..., t n ){< for all input terms of the considered signatures, the syntactic variant states that every possible left-hand side should occur among the left-hand sides of rules. Clearly, syntactic totality implies semantic totality in the consuming case. It is not hard to see that for consuming non-deterministic multi-tree transducers syntactic totality is more restrictive since it prevents`b locking'' branches of the computation. Since some of the results known for consuming unary multi-tree transducers depend on the use of this fact (such as Theorem 1 in [2] by Baker, which is generalized to the n-ary case below) it would be appropriate to employ the syntactic variant of totality for multi-tree transducers, too. However, in the nary case there seems to be no natural and, at the same time, convenient choice to say what a``possible'' left-hand side is. What is more, in the presence of nullary states syntactic totality would not even imply semantic totality since we may, for instance, have rules like #( fx 1 x 2 ) Ä #$ and #$ Ä #$. Therefore, the notion of safeness is preferred here. It expresses directly the intended behaviour as it says that for every subterm #t 1 } } } t k that may possibly occur in a derived term, the subderivation starting with this term can be brought to a successful end.
A nullary multi-tree transducer is also called a regular tree grammar. This compares to the respective definition found in the literature. A set T T 7 is said to be regular if T=td( ) for some regular tree grammar td. Regular sets turn out to be of special importance for this paper, mainly because of the following, well-known result.
3.6. Lemma (cf. [19, Theorem 4.2, p. 72, 108) . The class of all regular sets of terms is closed under union, intersection and set difference. Furthermore, there is an algorithm to decide for every regular tree grammar td whether td( ) is finite. If the answer is yes the algorithm computes td( ), in addition.
Remark. The possibility to compute td( ) if it is finite is not explicitly stated in [19] . However, it is a direct consequence of the fact that the equivalence problem td( )=td$( ) is decidable for regular tree grammars. The argument is that the finite subsets of T 7 are regular, and a regular tree grammar for each of them is easy to construct. Hence, the algorithm can be based on a recursive enumeration of the finite subsets of T 7 , testing for each of these sets whether it equals td( ).
It is sometimes convenient to consider only safe and oneproducing regular tree grammars. This is made possible by the lemma below, which can be proved by the use of standard techniques.
3.7. Lemma. For every regular tree grammar td with td( ){< there is a safe and one-producing regular tree grammar td$ such that td$( )=td( ).
The next result states that, under certain circumstances, compositions of multi-tree transductions yield multi-tree transductions, again. The theorem is similar to a result for top-down tree transducers by Baker [2] . Let us denote the composition of a multi-tree transduction td :: T 71 _ } } } _T 7n Ä T 7 with n multi-tree transductions td i ::
As in the case of top-down tree transducers, there are mainly two reasons why { can fail to be a multi-tree transduction. The first is that one of the transducers td i may use non-determinism in its computations. Then, if td is non-linear, it may copy subterms that resulted from nondeterministic computations, yielding identical copies. However, if both tasks have to be performed simultaneously copies must be taken before the computation continues nondeterministically, and there is no way to``synchronize'' the independent nondeterministic computations on duplicated subterms. The second problem occurs if td i is not safe, but td is deleting. Then a transducer computing the composed transduction would have to delete subterms on which the computation of td i would have failed, which makes it impossible to detect the latter fact.
For our n-ary case there is one additional difficulty. In order to be able to construct a multi-tree transducer defining the composition td b (td_ } } } _td k ) we must require td 1 , ..., td k to be one-producing. Otherwise, the terms obtained by the computations of td 1 , ..., td k may grow with different rates, which we cannot handle because td reads exactly one symbol from each input term in every step.
3.8. Lemma. Let td be a k-ary multi tree transducer and let td 1 , ..., td k be one-producing multi-tree transducers. Then {=td b (td 1 _ } } } _td k ) is a multi-tree transduction if the following are satisfied for all i # [k]:
(i) td is linear or td 1 , ..., td k are deterministic, and
(ii) td is nondeleting or td 1 , ..., td k are safe.
If all of td, td 1 , ..., td k are linear (deterministic, nondeleting, safe, consuming, one-producing) then so is {.
Proof. As mentioned, the Lemma is an n-ary variant of a result by Baker (Theorem 1 of [2, p. 195] ). The only difference (apart from the variable arity) is that in [2] the safeness requirement is replaced with the requirement of syntactic totality discussed above. However, it is not hard to see that the assumption of totality in the proof by Baker is only used for derivable terms, so it can be replaced with safeness without any further change.
Using the fact that td 1 , ..., td k are one-producing, the construction by Baker can be generalized to multi-tree transducers in a very straightforward way. If td contains a state # (l ) and td i1 , ..., td il (i 1 , ..., i l # [k]) contain states # i1 , ..., # il , then the new multi-tree transducer contains the state (#, # i1 } } } # il ). As for the rules, if there appears, for instance, a rule #( f 1 x 1 x 2 )( f 2 x 3 ) Ä g(#$x 2 x 3 ) in td and there are rules
in td 1 and td 2 , respectively, then the constructed transducer contains the rule
The formal construction and its correctness proof are omitted here. A detailed proof is given in [11] . K As an interesting fact to note, the well-known fact that the image of regular sets under a linear top-down tree transduction is again regular becomes a (special case of a) corollary of Lemma 3.8 in our framework.
3.9. Corollary. Let { be a linear n-ary multi-tree transduction for some n # N. For all regular sets T 1 , ..., T n of terms, {(T 1 , ..., T n ) is regular.
, where td i is a regular tree grammar. The assertion is trivial if T i =< for some i # [n]. Therefore, we may assume without loss of generality that td 1 , ..., td n are one-producing and safe, by Lemma 3.7. Hence, { b (td 1 _ } } } _td n ) is a nullary multi-tree transduction by Lemma 3.8, which proves the assertion. K
The following lemma is useful in order to show that certain sets are regular.
3.10. Lemma. Let T T 7 for some signature 7. Then the following are equivalent:
(ii) T=range({) for some linear multi-tree transduction {;
(iii) there is a deterministic and safe multi-tree transducer td::
Proof. The fact that T is regular if and only if there is a safe deterministic multi-tree transducer td :: T 7 Ä T B such that T=[t # T 7 |val(td(t))=true] is already known (see equivalence (i) (iv) of Proposition 1.5 in [7] by Courcelle, or Theorem 5.1 in [12] by Drewes). Concerning the first equivalence, the only if direction holds by definition, since every regular tree grammar is linear. Finally, if { :: T 71 _ } } } _T 7n Ä T 7 is a linear multi-tree transduction then {(T 71 , ..., T 7n ) is regular by Corollary 3.9, because of the fact that T 71 , ..., T 7n are regular. K If a regular set of terms is given by one of the three possibilities listed in Lemma 3.10, then multi-tree transducers defining the transductions in the two equivalent statements can effectively be constructed. This is because the proof of Lemma 3.8, used to obtain the equivalence (i) (ii) is constructive and Proposition 1.6 in [7] by Courcelle provides the constructive version of (i) (iii) (in fact, Theorem 5.1 in [12] is also constructive).
To end this section, let us briefly recall the notion of bottom-up tree transducers.
3.11. Definition (Bottom-up tree transducer, cf. [27, 16, 19] ). Let 7, 7$ be signatures and let 1 be a signature of unary states disjoint with 7 _ 7$. A bottom-up tree transducer bu:: T 7 Ä T 7$ is a tuple of the form (7, 7$, 1, R, 1 f ) such that 1 f 1 (called the set of final states), and R is a finite set of bottom-up rules of the form
where f (n) # 7, #, # 1 , ..., # n # 1, and t # T 7$ (X m ) for some m # N. The rewrite relation Ä bu is given by Ä R . The (unary) bottom-up tree transduction bu is defined by bu(t)= [t$ # T 7$ |t Ä* bu #t$ for some
The notions of linearity and determinism for bottom-up tree transducers are defined in the same way as for multitree transducers. We note the following well-known fact similar to Corollary 3.9.
3.12. Lemma (cf. [19, Lemma 6.5, p. 174] ). Let bu:: T 7 Ä T 7$ be a linear bottom-up tree transducer. For all regular sets T of terms the set bu(T ) is regular.
CONTEXT-FREE GRID COLLAGE LANGUAGES
We will now introduce the notions of collages and context-free collage languages considered in this paper. Context-free collage languages as they are understood here are obtained by interpreting regular sets of terms that denote collages. This method of defining context-free sets has proved to be useful in the area of context-free graph grammars, where it was invented by Bauderon and Courcelle ([4] ; see also [6] ) by applying general ideas by Mezei and Wright [22] to this situation. Engelfriet showed in [17] that this makes it possible to employ tree transducers in order to study the properties of context-free graph languages of different types. Similarly, these ideas are now used to define and study context-free sets of collages. We first recall the general notion of contextfree sets.
Note that the definition does not impose any restriction on the algebra K. Instead, the notion of context-freeness is parameterized with K. Consequently, the properties of K-context-free sets depend on K. If we consider, for example, as K the free term algebra over some signature 7 then the K-context-free sets are just the regular subsets of T 7 . If K is an algebra whose domain is the set of all strings over some alphabet S the K-context-free sets are string languages. In this case, if K contains the constant * (the empty string) and for every a # S an operation f a with f a (s)=as we obtain the regular string languages over S as the K-context-free ones. By contrast, if we let K contain as constants all a # S and a binary concatenation operator, then the (*-free) type-2 string languages over S are obtained. Driven to extremes, if K contains non-recursive operations a K-context-free set may even fail to be recursively enumerable. Below, we will focus on a particular sort of algebras whose domains consist of collages. The notion of collages this refers to, and the operations we will consider, are explained next.
For
The set of all finite sets of parts is denoted by
Note that parts may consist of infinitely many points, whereas collages are finite sets of parts. The pattern pat(C) of C # C d is the union of all parts of C; that is, pat(C)= C. Note that, strictly speaking, patterns and parts are the same. We speak of parts, however, if elements of collages are meant, whereas patterns are pictures we are interested in as such.
For given transformations f 1 , .
is the union of the transformed arguments p 1 , ..., p k , where p i is transformed according to f i for each i # [k]. We also consider F as a mapping on k-tuples of collages in
is obtained by first transforming every collage C i by f i (which means to transform each individual part) and then building the union of the transformed collages. Notice that, by this definition pat(F(C 1 , ...,
If C is an algebra with constants from C d and operations of the form ( ( f 1 } } } f k ) ), where k may vary, and f 1 , ..., f k are affine transformations on R d , a C-context-free set is also called a context-free collage language. These languages coincide with those generated by the so-called collage grammars based on affine transformations, which were introduced by Habel and Kreowski in [20] . This equivalence can be verified using the context-freeness Lemma proved in [20] .
In order to be able to introduce the special case of context-free grid collage languages we need some more notations. 
, such that for all p, p$ # C, p p$ implies p= p$ (that is, parts do not cover each other). Notice that an m-grid collage consists of cubes of various sizes only. In particular, an m-grid collage C cannot contain the empty part, so pat(C)=< only if C=<.
For all m # N + a similarity transformation f on
Recall that a similarity transformation is a transformation composed of a uniform scaling, a rotation andÂor reflexion, and a transla-
.., C k yields an m-grid collage, again. This is due to the condition 
These rules are depicted in a graphical way in the top row of Fig. 2 , using a kind of Backus Naur form. Furthermore, the pictures reveal how the 2-grid operations F, F 0 , ..., F 3 which occur in the rules are defined. The right-hand sides (except for the constant ( ( ) ), whose value is the empty collage <) are shown as squares divided into m d =4 smaller ones. The small grey squares indicate the involved 2-grid transformations. Each of them shows the image of U 2 under the respective transformation, the orientation being indicated by an arrow starting at the image of the lower left corner of U 2 , passing the images of the lower right, upper right, and upper left corner, and pointing back to the image of the origin. The rules of another example, generating a set of 3-grid collages in R 2 , are shown in Fig. 3 , together with the patterns of some typical collages in the generated language.
FIG. 3.
The patterns of some collages and the regular tree grammar generating them.
We recall some basic notions for future use (see, for example, [1, 3] for further details). The boundary of a set X R d is the set of all points x # R d such that all balls of radius =, =>0, with center x intersect both X and R d "X. A set X R d is said to be closed if the limit point of every Cauchy sequence in X lies in X. If, in addition to being closed, X is also bounded (that is, X is a subset of a ball of finite radius) then it is compact.
In order to continue, we first note the following, basic fact. 
intersect only in their boundaries the first assertion is obvious. Now, for the second statement,
where h is an isometry that maps U d onto itself and g is a translation, together with a uniform contraction by a factor of 1Âm. We denote h by rot( f ) and g by trans( f ). An m-grid transformation that does not involve a rotation or reflexion, that is, an m-grid transformation f with f =trans( f ), is called simple. 
The former fact is the reason why simple m-grid transformations are very convenient to deal with. Fortunately, we can exploit this to simplify the constructions in the majority of proofs because there is a multi-tree transducer which translates arbitrary terms over m-grid operations into equivalent ones consisting of simple m-grid operations only.
4.4.
Lemma. For all d # N and m # N + there is a linear, deterministic, safe, and one-producing multi tree transducer td::
Proof. We construct the required multi-tree transducer td::
. Let td contain as states all isometries that map U d onto itself, where the identical transformation on R d is the initial state. For every state I the rules of td are
and
is an m-grid transformation, so f $ i and I i are well defined.) To prove val(td(t))=val(t) for all t # T Cd, m we show by induction on the size of t that we have It Ä* td t$ for
with val(t$)=I(val(t)) for all states I. This is trivial for t=sq d , so let t=Ft 1 } } } t k with F=( ( f 1 } } } f k ) ) and suppose there is a derivation
where
Together with the compositionality result in Lemma 3.8, Lemma 4.4 will be used to simplify most of the proofs in the remainder of the paper. As an immediate corollary, we get that C d, m -context-freeness is equivalent to C The set of states of the transducer td is now given by
, and r is the initial state. For all # # 1 the rule #sq d Ä true is included. In addition, for all # # 1 and all simple m-grid operations
In the last case each f It now follows by a straightforward induction that td computes ?, by proving the claim that for all # # 1 and all
we have #t Ä* td t$ for some t$ # T B with val B (t$)=true if and only if # # pat(val(t)). For this, one only has to note the fact that p U d for all Proof. This is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.6, Lemma 3.10, and Corollary 3.9. K
LANGUAGE THEORETIC PROPERTIES AND DECIDABILITY RESULTS
In this section, closure properties of context-free m-grid collage languages and decidability results related with these closure properties are considered. More precisely, two different kinds of closures are addressed. It is first shown that context-free grid collage languages are closed under union, intersection, and set difference. Second, we study a kind of union, intersection, and inversion of single collages and show that, if two context-free grid collage languages are given, applications of these operations lead to context-free grid collage languages, again.
The results of the first type would actually justify calling the C d, m -context-free sets regular grid collage languages, because the proved closure properties typically arise in connection with regularity. The term context-free grid collage language is nevertheless preferred here for several reasons. The notion of context-freeness that we employ leads to this term in a natural way. While K-context-freeness is a precisely defined notion there is no widely accepted general definition of regularity at least to the authors knowledge. Furthermore, it seems inconveniently counterintuitive to speak of regular grid collage languages and of C d, m -contextfree ones, both terms meaning the same. Nevertheless, the choice is merely a matter of taste; the reader might as well prefer to emphasize the aspects of regularity. Perhaps it is most appropriate to say that in the case of grid collage languages regularity and context-freeness coincide.
To obtain the closure results concerning set theoretic operations, we prove an auxiliary lemma. It is based on the observation that for simple m-grid transformations f and g on R d and for all C # C d, m with C{<, f (C)= g(C) implies f = g. Therefore, the terms in
that denote a particular m-grid collage are more or less unique. However, strictly speaking, this is not true because of two reasons. Operations
, where ? is a permutation on [k] lead to different terms Ft 1 } } } t k and F$t ?(1) } } } t ?(k) which obviously denote the same collage, and similar things happen when Ft 1 } } } t k is replaced with ( ( gf 1 } } } f k ) )( ( ) )t 1 } } } t k since val(( ( ) ) )=<. The Lemma below says that we may use a linear bottom-up tree transducer to normalize terms. 5.1. Lemma. For all d # N and all m # N + there is a linear and deterministic bottom-up tree transducer bu:: (F, k) ) ). Then the transducer bu uses two states white and not white both of which are final ones, and for every simple m-grid operation F as above the rules
In addition, there is one rule
. Furthermore, it is quite obvious that we have t Ä* bu white( ( ) ) if val(t)=< and t Ä* bu not white t$ for some t$ otherwise. This is used to show by induction on |val(t)| that val(t)=val(t$) implies bu(t)=bu(t$). For val(t)=< it has been observed above that bu(t)=( ( ) ) = bu(t$). Otherwise, let t=Ft 1 } } } t k and t$=F $t$ 1 } } } t$ k$ . Let s=Gs 1 } } } s l and s$=G$s$ 1 } } } s$ l$ be the terms obtained from t and t$ by removing those f i and t i (those f $ i and t$ i ) for which val(t i )=< (for which val(t$ i )=<, respectively). Obviously, val(s$)=val(s)=val(t)=val(t$). By Lemma 4.3, since val(s i ){< for all i # [l], for every m-grid transformation f that occurs in G there must be an m-grid transformation g in G$ with f (U d )= g(U d ). In fact, since G and G$ are simple we must even have f = g in this case. As the situation is symmetric and m-grid operations consist of pairwise distinct transformations this reveals that l=l$, G =G $, and val(s ?(G, i) )=val(s$ ?(G$, i) ) for all i # [l]. Furthermore, we have bu(t)=G bu(s ?(G, 1) ) } } } bu(s ?(G, l ) ) and bu(t$)= G bu(s$ ?(G$, 1) ) } } } bu(s$ ?(G$, l ) ) which proves bu(t)=bu(t$), using the induction hypothesis. K It is not difficult to modify the transducer constructed in the proof of Lemma 5.1 so that it leaves the patterns (but not necessarily the collages) invariant and yields output terms such that, if pat(val(t))=pat(val(t$)) then bu(t)= bu(t$) for all t, t$ # T C . This just requires three states black, white, and black6white, so that we can replace
We state this variant of Lemma 5.1 without its proof, which is an easy adaptation of the one above using the idea that has just been sketched.
5.2.
Lemma. For all d # N and all m # N + there is a linear and deterministic bottom-up tree transducer bu::
It is now quite easy to prove our first closure results saying that the class of m-grid collage languages in R d is closed under union, intersection, and set difference and that a similar statement holds if one is interested in the patterns rather than in the collages themselves. As a further consequence we obtain two decidability results. The first is obtained by an application of Lemma 3.6.
5.4.
Theorem. There are algorithms that take as input some regular tree grammar defining a context-free grid collage language L and 1. decide whether L is finite and if so, compute L;
decide whether pat(L) is finite and if so, compute pat(L).
Proof. For the first algorithm, by Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 3.12 one can construct a regular tree grammar td with L=td( ), such that val(t)=val(t$) if and only if t=t$, for all t, t$ # td( ). Thus, the first statement follows from Lemma 3.6. The second algorithm can be constructed in a similar way, using Lemma 5.2 instead of Lemma 5.1. K Using Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 we can decide whether, for
for given context-free grid collage languages L and L$. The same follows for the respective sets of patterns generated. The second decidability result mentioned above is proved next. In particular, we can decide whether r # pat(C) for all C # L by testing whether that set is empty.
We now turn to the second type of closure results mentioned above. Instead of asking whether set-theoretic operations on context-free grid collage languages preserve context-freeness, one may also be interested in modifying the individual collages within these languages. Let us define a partial order An example illustrating the effect of the operations defined above is given in Fig. 4 , where d=2 and m=3. In order to build up an intuition it might be useful to notice how patterns of m-grid collages are affected by the operations. It turns out that pat(C 6 C$) is simply the union of pat(C) and pat(C$). Slightly more complicated are the other two operations: pat(inv m (C)) is the closure of In order to show that there are tree transducers that compute C 6 C$, C 7 C$, and inv m (C) it is convenient to provide a recursive formulation of the definition of these operations. This is done in the next Lemma. 
Proof. See the Appendix. K Making use of Lemma 5.6 it is now not very hard to construct tree transducers that can be used to compute C 6 C$, C 7 C$, and inv m (C). The definition of rules for these transducers follows in a quite straightforward manner the recursive equations of the lemma. The two binary operations are computed by binary multi-tree transducers, whereas for the inversion operator we provide a bottom-up tree transducer. 3.8) . The proof comes in three parts, one for each transducer to be constructed. In all three cases only the transducers are given. Since their rules are directly obtained from the equalities given in Lemma 5.6 correctness should be obvious.
1. In order to design the required multi-tree transducer td ::
we shall use two states merge (2) and copy (1) , where merge is the initial one. For all simple m-grid operations
the following rules are included:
In the last rule, F"=( ( g 1 } } } g n ) ) is a simple m-grid operation with [g 1 , ..., g n ]=[ f 1 , ..., f l ], and t i is defined as follows, for i # [n]: If g i = f j = f j $ for some j, j$ (1 j<j$ l ) then t i =merge x j x j $ . Otherwise, if g i = f j then t i =copy x j . As mentioned above, correctness follows directly from Lemma 5.6.
2. To construct the required multi-tree transducer td$::
we use the same two states, the same rules whose state in the left-hand side is copy, and the following rules for merge, for all simple m-grid operations
FRANK DREWES 2 The interior of X R d is the set of all x # X such that there is a ball Y in R d with radius greater than 0 and center x satisfying Y X. In other words, it is X without its boundary.
, and for all i # [n], if j, j $ (1 j<j$ l) are those indices for which g i = f j = f j $ , then t i =merge x j x j $ .
Correctness is again due to Lemma 5.6.
3. Finally, let us construct the required bottom-up tree transducer bu :: T Cd, m Ä T Cd, m with val(bu(t))= inv m (val(t)) for every term t # T Cd, m . We use two states black and not black, both of which are final ones, and the following rules, for all m-grid operations F=( ( f 1 } } } f k ) ) and all states # 1 , ..., # k # [black, not black]:
where # i =not black for at least one i # [k]. Here,
is an m-grid operation containing in addition to f 1 , ..., f k the simple m-grid transfor-
Note that the second rule applies if k=0.
Again, correctness follows by induction, using Lemma 5.6. K From Theorem 5.7 we obtain the second closure result for context-free grid collage languages.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Theorem 5.7, Corollary 3.9, and Lemma 3.12. K To end this section, it may perhaps be interesting enough to be remarked that the set C d, m , provided with the lattice operations introduced in this section is actually a so-called pseudo complemented lattice (see Birkhoff [5, Section IX.12]). As mentioned before, the operation inv m yields the pseudo complement of a collage. Interesting facts are known about this operation. By a result due to Glivenko (Theorem 16 on p. 148 of [5] ) the composition inv 2 m of inv m with itself is a closure operation 3 that forms a lattice homomorphism onto a complete boolean algebra. In our case, the closure inv Fig. 4 and observe what happens in the lower right square.) The boolean algebra given by the closed elements of C d, m is thus isomorphic to the algebra of patterns of m-grid collages, turned into a lattice by choosing the subset relation as order. It should be noticed that it is exactly the closure operation inv 2 m on mgrid collages which is computed by the tree transduction in Lemma 5.2. Thus, the same transduction is obtained by a composition of the transduction computing inv m (see Theorem 5.7) with itself. Hence, Lemma 5.2 turns out to be a consequence of Theorem 5.7 if we take into account the known fact that the class of deterministic linear bottom-up tree transductions is closed under composition.
THE INTERSECTION OF PATTERNS OF m-GRID COLLAGES
Using Lemma 4.4 it is very easy to design a multi-tree transducer td:: T Cd, m _T Cd, m Ä T B which determines whether the collages defined by two input terms t and t$ intersect (that is, computes the binary predicate on m-grid collages which yields true if and only if the collages intersect). However, since one is usually interested in the underlying patterns, a somewhat more interesting question is whether binary multi-tree transducers can also be used to find out whether the patterns of given m-grid collages intersect. This question will be answered positively in the present section.
Suppose we are given two m-grid collages C= F(C 1 , ..., C k ) and C$=F$(C$ 1 , ..., C$ l ) in R 3 , where F= ( ( f 1 } } } f k ) ) and F $=( ( f $ 1 } } } f $ l ) ) are simple. Lemma 4.3 leaves only two possibilities to get pat(C) & pat(C$){<. The first is that there exist i # [k] and j # [l] such that f i (U 3 )= f $ j (U 3 ) and the patterns of C i and C$ j intersect. This case requires a quite straightforward recursion if we want to decide whether patterns intersect. The second case is slightly more complicated. It may happen that we find f i and f $ j with pat( f i (C i )) & pat( f $ j (C$ j )){<, but f i (U 3 ) and f $ j (U 3 ) intersect only in their boundaries. Intuitively, in this case we have to find out whether the corresponding``faces'' (or edges, or corners) of the patterns of C i and C$ j intersect, if these collages are placed side by side.
It turns therefore out to be helpful and may perhaps be of independent interest to consider the intersection of all parts of the given collage with one of the faces of U 3 as an m-grid collage in the plane R 2 . We show that this``reduction'' of the dimension can be performed by a multi-tree transducer 
For all simple m-grid operations F=( ( f 1 } } } f k ) ) and every reduction tuple`# R d & let us denote the operation F$=( ( red`( f i ) } } } red`( f k )) ) (which need not necessarily be an m-grid operation) by red`(F). Then, Lemma 6.2 yields the following.
Proof. By Lemma 6.2 and the relevant definitions, for
Moreover, for all i # [k] that do not appear among i 1 , ..., i l we have red`( f i (C i ))=< since red`( f i ( p)) red`( f i (U d )) =< for all parts p # C i . Therefore, we get red` (F(C 1 , . .., C k )) =red`\ .
As mentioned above, we want to study in particular the intersection of grid collages with one of the faces of U d . More precisely, expressed in terms of R 3 , we are also interested in the intersection with an edge or a corner of the unit cube. The necessary restriction tuples are those in [0, 1, &] d . We now prove that the reductions given by these tuples can be performed by multi-tree transducers. 
where F $=red(( ( f i1 } } } f il ) )), is a rule of td.
We mainly have to show that a rule like the one defined above is well given; that is, red ' ( f ij ){red ' ( f ij $ ) for 1 j<j$ l (in order to ensure that F $ is an m-grid operation) and Correctness follows by an obvious induction using Lemma 6.3. K As a consequence to be noticed in passing, it follows that the reduction of all collages of a given context-free grid collage language by`# [0, 1, &] d yields a context-free grid collage language, again.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Theorem 6.4 and Corollary 3.9. K It should be noticed that Theorem 6.4 (and therefore Corollary 6.5) do not carry over to more general reduction tuples`# R d . This is due to the simple fact that red`(C) is not always an m-grid collage: It may contain parts that cover others. The effect on the proof of Theorem 6.4 would be that we could not prove any more the inequality red ' ( f ij ){red ' ( f ij$ ) for 1 j< j $ l.
Using the transduction obtained in Theorem 6.4 we now want to show that there is a deterministic multi-tree transducer td:: T Cd, m _T Cd, m Ä T B that determines on input t, t$, whether the patterns of the collages defined by t and t$ intersect. We first note two auxiliary lemmas. Proof. See the Appendix. K Making use of Lemma 6.7 we can now construct a deterministic and safe multi-tree transducer into T B which determines whether the patterns of the collages defined by its two input terms intersect. Proof. We have to construct a consuming, deterministic, and safe binary multi-tree transducer td :: T Cd, m _ T Cd, m Ä T B such that, for all t, t$ # T Cd, m , val(td(t, t$))= true if and only if pat(val(t)) & pat(val(t$)){<. The proof is by induction on the dimension d. As always, it suffices to consider C s d, m as input algebra rather than C d, m . The only m-grid transformation on R 0 =[( )] is the identity. Hence, for d=0 we have pat(val(t)) & pat(val(t$)){< if and only if val(t){<{val(t$) if and only if sq 0 appears in both t and t$. The latter is easy to test using a consuming, deterministic, and safe binary multi tree transducer.
Consider now some d>0. By the induction hypothesis, for all d $<d the required transducers can be constructed. Therefore, suppose we are given consuming, deterministic, and safe binary multi-tree transducers td d $ ::
be the (one-producing, consuming, deterministic, and safe) transducer provided by Theorem 6.4; that is, val(td`(t))=red`(val(t)) for all
By Lemma 3.8 we can construct from td d $ , td`, and td`$ a multi-tree transducer td``$ :: T Cd, m _T Cd, m Ä T B such that, for all t, t$ # T Cd, m , val(td``$(t, t$))=true if and only if pat(red`(val(t))) & pat(red`$(val(t$))){<. Furthermore, td``$ is consuming, deterministic, and safe since td d $ , td`, and td`$ are. The transducer td now contains all states and rules of all the transducers td``$ , constructed in this way, where`,`$ # [0, 1, & ] d and dim(`)=dim(`$)<d (here, the various state sets are assumed to be disjoint). Furthermore, an initial state # (2) 0 and a state non-empty, together with the following rules for all simple m-grid operations
where, for the last rule, Lemma 4.3 ; hence in the disjunction s 0 there occurs the subterm # 0 t i t$ j and we have # 0 t i t$ j Ä* td s for some s # T B with val B (s)=true (by the induction hypothesis). Otherwise, s 0 contains # ij t i t$ j . By Lemma 6.7, red !ij (pat(val(t i ))) & red !$ ij (pat(val(t$ j ))){< and so val(td !ij !$ ij (t i , t$ j ))=true; hence # ij t i t$ j Ä* td s for some s # T B with val B (s)=true. By safeness, this proves the assertion in both cases.
( o ) Suppose now # 0 tt$ Ä td s 0 Ä* td s$ for some s$ # T B with val B (s$)=true. Then there are two cases. If s 0 contains a subterm # 0 t i t$ j such that # 0 t i t$ j Ä* td s for some s # T B with val B (s)=true then, by the induction hypothesis, pat(val(t i )) & pat(val(t$ j )){<. By construction of the rules,
and, therefore, pat(val(t)) & pat(val(t$)){<. K The fact that the transducer constructed in the proof of Theorem 6.8 is non-linear prevents its direct use to obtain decidability or closure results. However, we can exploit the fact that the transducer has quite a simple structure: All right-hand sides (and, thus, the derived terms) are disjunctions. Using this it can be shown that, for context-free mgrid collage languages L and L$, the set of all collages C in L that have a non-empty intersection with one of the collages in L$ is context-free. This is based on the following lemma.
6.9. Lemma. Let B$ be the algebra with domain B and operations true, false, and 6 . Let td:: T 7 _T 7$ Ä T B$ be a deterministic safe multi-tree transducer. For all regular sets T T 7 , T $ T 7$ of terms the set [t # T | true # val B$ (td(t, t$)) for some t$ # T$] is regular.
Proof. See the Appendix. K Applying Lemma 6.9 to the tree transduction of Theorem 6.8 we obtain the following. 
Proof. From Theorem 6.8 we know that there is a safe and deterministic multi-tree transducer td :: 
As a corollary Theorem 6.10 yields the following decidability result. v Is it true that for every C # L there is some C$ # L$ with
In the second case, if the answer is yes the algorithm computes L 0 , in addition.
Proof. By Theorem 6.10 we can construct a regular tree grammar defining some set T T Cd, m with val(T )=L 0 . By the results of Section 5 (Theorem 5.3 and Theorem 5.4) we are able to decide whether L L 0 and whether L 0 is finite. Furthermore, if the latter is true we can compute L 0 . K
THE CONNECTEDNESS OF PATTERNS DEFINED BY GRID IFSs
We now turn from context-free collage languages to (hierarchical) iterated function systems (IFSs), a wellstudied type of fractal-generating devices. For references see, for instance, the books by Barnsley [3] and by Peitgen, Ju rgens, and Saupe [23] . The hierarchical variant of IFSs is also called mutually recursive function system in the literature (see the paper by Culik and Dube [8] in which this notion was introduced). We are going to study the socalled m-grid IFSs iterated function systems consisting of m-grid transformations. The patterns one can define using a 2-grid IFS in R 2 are discussed by Peitgen, Ju rgens, and Saupe in [23, p. 244] , where they are called the``relatives of the Sierpin ski gasket.'' The naming refers to the fact that the Sierpin ski gasket is certainly the most famous member of this class.
We mainly show two decidability results. The first concerns the question whether the generated patterns (or fractals) of given hierarchical m-grid IFSs intersect. The second question studied is whether the patterns generated by a (non-hierarchical) m-grid IFS are connected (or whether the fractal is). In order to be able to make use of the results obtained in the previous sections we define IFSs using a particular sort of unary multi-tree transducers, called unfoldings. For this, let us call a signature monadic if it contains symbols of rank 0 and 1 only.
7.1. Definition (Unfolding). Let 7, 7$ be signatures. A multi tree transducer td:: T 7 Ä T 7$ is an unfolding if 7 is monadic and td is deterministic, safe, and one-producing.
The following lemma will turn out to be useful. It states that, if there are two unfoldings td 1 and td 2 leading from T 7 to T 71 and to T 72 , respectively, and there is a binary multitree transducer from T 71 _T 72 into T 7$ , we can find a multitree transducer td$ computing the unary transduction given by td$(t)=td(td 1 (t), td 2 (t)) for all t # T 7 (see Fig. 6 ).
7.2. Lemma. Let 7, 7 1 , 7 2 , 7$ be signatures, let td 1 :: T 7 Ä T 71 and td 2 :: T 7 Ä T 72 be unfoldings, and let td :: T 71 _T 72 Ä T 7$ be a consuming binary multi-tree transducer. There is a multi-tree transducer td$ :: T 7 Ä T 7$ such that td$(t)=td(td 1 (t), td 2 (t)) for all t # T 7 . If td is deterministic (consuming, safe, one-producing), then so is td$.
Proof. See the Appendix. K   FIG. 6 . Two unfoldings and a binary multi-tree transduction yield a unary one.
Since iterated function systems act on patterns rather than on collages we need the corresponding counterparts of the algebras C d, m and C s d, m in the following. Empty patterns are usually forbidden in the context of IFSs, which is why we shall exclude the operation ( ( ) ). Let us denote by P d, m the algebra containing U d as a constant and, furthermore, all m-grid operations on R d , except ( ( ) ). Similarly, denote by P s d, m the algebra containing as operations U d and all simple m-grid operations on R d , except ( ( ) ). We can now give a definition of IFSs in terms of tree transducers. Furthermore, we define the patterns and fractals produced by these IFSs. In general, the latter would require us to consider the complete metric space (
, in order to ensure that limit constructions work fine. H(R d ) is then defined to be the set of all compact, non-empty subsets of R d and h is the so-called Hausdorff metric on H(R d ). For the special case of grid IFSs the situation is much simpler, however. Here, the fractals can be defined as an infinite intersection of patterns in R d . } } } f m d) )(#x 1 ) } } } (#x 1 ), where f 1 , ..., f m d are the simple m-grid transformations on R d , without affecting the generated patterns. In proofs we will therefore assume that hierarchical m-grid IFSs contain no rule #(succ x 1 ) Ä U d , whenever this happens to be convenient.
Definition (Hierarchical grid IFSs
Since U d is compact, ifs(n) is compact for every hierarchical grids IFS ifs and every n # N. Hence, ifs( ) is compact: It is bounded by definition and closed because every Cauchy sequence of points in ifs( ) is a Cauchy sequence in all ifs(n) (n # N), so all ifs(n) contain the limit point of the sequence and hence ifs( ) does.
As an example, consider the hierarchical 3-grid IFS in R 2 whose rules are shown, together with some of the generated patterns in Fig. 7 . In the figure, #::=P means that P represents the right-hand side of the rule whose left-hand side is #(succ x 1 ), The rules of the form #0 Ä U 2 are not shown. The meaning of the depicted patterns is similar to the meaning of those in earlier examples (where # in the image representing the right-hand side of a rule does now stand for #x 1 ). The initial state is # 0 in this example. Another example is given in Fig. 8 . The reader should compare this one with Fig. 2 . The comparison shows very clearly the two main differences between context-free grid collage languages and grid IFSs. The patterns produced by the IFS ifs$ are much more regular, which is necessarily so because the device is deterministic. By contrast, regular tree grammars are always nondeterministic if they produce more than one term, so they yield less regular collages or patterns in the vast majority of cases. The second difference is that the generation of the context-free collage language L in Fig. 2 profits from the use of ( ( ) ), which is not allowed to be used within the definition of IFSs. Notice furthermore that, since unfoldings are required to be one-producing, the effect of the state # in Fig. 2 has to be``simulated'' by the four states # A , # B , # C , and # D of ifs$.
The formal relationship between L and ifs$( ) is quite interesting. If we define fractal(L)= C # L pat(C), which is called the upper fractal of L in [13] , then ifs$( ) is the closure of fractal(L). In fact, it is not too hard to see that fractal(L) is not closed. As we observed, ifs$( ) is closed, which reveals that both patterns indeed differ.
The next lemma makes clear that the definition of ifs( ) given above complies with the definitions found in the literature. It states that, for every hierarchical m-grid IFS ifs we have ifs(0)$ifs(1)$ifs(2)$ } } } , so ifs( ) is in fact the limit of this sequence.
Lemma. For every hierarchical grid IFS ifs in R d
(d # N) and all n # N it holds that ifs(n+1) ifs(n).
We show by induction on n that for all states # of ifs, if #(succ n+1 0) Ä* ifs t and #(succ n 0) Ä* ifs t$ for some t, t$ # T Pm, d then val(t) val(t$). For n=0, since ifs is both consuming and one-producing, we must have t$=U d because U d is the only constant of P d, m , and, hence, val(t) val(t$). For n>0 there is a unique derivation
The rules and some generated patterns of a hierarchical IFS ifs$ derived from the example in Fig. 2 .
where F is some m-grid operation. Since ifs is deterministic and safe, this implies
By the induction hypothesis, val(t i ) val(t$ i ) for i # [k] and thus val(t) val(t$). K
Some of the results obtained for m-grid collage languages can easily be adapted to the case of hierarchical m-grid IFSs. To begin with, we consider the question whether a given rational point is in the fractal generated by a hierarchical m-grid IFS. Proof. Obviously, if we replace every rule #0 Ä U d in ifs with #0 Ä sq d we obtain an unfolding td$ :: T 7s Ä T Cd, m that satisfies pat(val(td$(succ n 0)))=ifs(n) for all n # N. By Theorem 4.6 and Lemma 3.8 we can thus construct a (deterministic and safe) multi-tree transducer td :: T 7s Ä T B such that val B (td(succ n 0))=true if and only if r # ifs(n). K As a consequence, one can compute the maximal n # N with r # ifs(n).
7.6. Corollary. There is an algorithm that takes as input a hierarchical grid IFS ifs in R d and a point r # Q d and computes the maximum n 0 of all n # N such that r # ifs(n).
Proof. Let T=[succ n 0 | n # N and r # ifs(n)]. Lemma 7.4 implies that |T | = if and only if T=T 7s (and n 0 = ). By Theorem 7.5 and Lemma 3.10 the set T is regular, so Lemma 3.6 enables us to decide whether T is finite. If so, we can compute T (and thus n 0 ); otherwise n 0 = . K Using Theorem 6.8 and Lemma 7.2 we can also show that there is a transducer that decides on input succ n 0 whether ifs(n) and ifs$(n) intersect. 7.7. Theorem. Let d # N and m # N + , and let ifs and ifs$ be hierarchical m-grid IFSs in R d . Then there is a deterministic and safe multi-tree transducer td:: T 7s Ä T B such that for all n # N, val B (td(succ n 0))=true if and only if ifs(n) & ifs$(n){<.
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 7.5, replacing U d with sq d wherever it occurs in the right-hand sides of rules in ifs and ifs$ yields unfoldings td$ :: T 7s Ä T Cd, m and td":: T 7s Ä T Cd, m such that pat(val(td$(t)))=ifs(n) and pat(val(td"(t)))=ifs$(n) for all terms t=succ n 0 # T 7s . By Theorem 6.8 and Lemma 7.2 we can therefore construct a (deterministic and safe) multi-tree transducer td:: T 7s Ä T B such that val B (td(succ n 0))=true if and only if ifs(n) & ifs$(n){<.
Consequently, we can compute the maximal n # N such that ifs(n) and ifs$(n) intersect. Proof. Let T=[succ n 0 | n # N and ifs(n) & ifs$(n){<]. Then, the proof is the same as the one for Corollary 7.6, using Theorem 7.7 instead of Theorem 7.5. K It is not hard to see that Corollary 6.5 does not carry over to hierarchical m-grid IFSs; that is, it does not hold that for all hierarchical m-grid IFSs in
there is some m-grid IFS ifs$ in R dim (`) with ifs$(n)= red`(ifs(n)) for all n # N. The obvious reason is that we may have red`(ifs(n))=< for some n # N, whereas by definition ifs$(n){< for all hierarchical grid IFS ifs$. But even if we add the requirement red`(ifs(n)){< for all n # N this does not help. A simple counterexample is given in Fig. 9 . In this example we have red`(ifs(n)){< for`=(1, & ) and all n # N . Nevertheless, it is impossible to construct a hierarchical 2-grid IFS ifs$ in R satisfying ifs$(n)= red`(ifs(n)) for all n # N: If # 0 was the initial state of such an   FIG. 9 . A 2-grid IFS in R 2 whose right edge is not generated by a 2-grid IFS. The figure depicts the used operation and ifs(1), ifs (3), ..., ifs(9).
IFS there would have to be a rule # 0 (succ x 1 ) Ä ( ( f 1 f 2 ) ) (# 1 x 1 )(# 2 x 1 ) with f 1 (x)=xÂ2 and f 2 (x)=(x+1)Â2 since red`(ifs(1))=U 1 . But then we obviously need a rule # 2 (succ x 1 ) Ä ( ( ) ), which is not admitted. Let us call two hierarchical m-grid IFSs ifs and ifs$ equivalent if ifs and ifs$ are identical. In order to study the question whether the fractal generated by an m-grid IFS is connected, it is convenient to be able to restrict ones attention to simple m-grid operations. This is made possible by the next lemma. A hierarchical m-grid IFS is an m-grid IFS if it is given by a one-state transducer (that is, a transducer whose state set is a singleton). As we noted in the proof of Lemma 7.4, for every hierarchical m-grid IFS it holds that ifs(0)=U d . Therefore, an m-grid IFS is uniquely determined by a single m-grid operation F, which is the one occurring in the righthand side of the rule whose left-hand side is #(succ x 1 ), where # is the state of ifs. (As always, we can disregard the possibility of a rule #(succ
There are a number of prominent grid IFSs that can be found in the literature. Examples are the Cantor set, whose generating IFS is a 3-grid IFS in R, the Sierpin ski gasket being generated by a 2-grid IFS in R 2 , the Sierpin ski carpet which is obtained by a 3-grid IFS in R 2 , the Cantor dust defined by a 4-grid IFS in R 2 , and the Sierpin ski sponge, resulting from a 3-grid IFS in R 3 . In fact, all these fractals are generated by grid IFSs that use only simple grid transformations a class having strictly less generative power than the class of all grid IFSs since Lemma 7.9 yields a hierarchical grid IFS even if the input is non-hierarchical. Fig. 10 shows approximations of some fractals generated by 3-grid IFSs given by the operations indicated beneath them.
The following Lemma essentially states that, as one should expect, the fractals generated by grid IFSs are selfsimilar pictures. We shall use a general formulation which turns out to be useful. It applies also to the approximating patterns rather than to the generated fractal only.
7.10. Lemma. Let ifs be a grid IFS and let n # N. Then there is some grid operation F such that for all n$ # N we have ifs(n+n$)=F(ifs(n$), ..., ifs(n$)). In particular, ifs( ) is a fixed point of F. If n=1 then F is given by the operation that defines ifs.
Proof. The case n=0 is trivial because we may then choose as F the identity (which is a one-grid operation). For n>1 the statement follows by a straightforward induction from the following claim, which yields the case n=1.
Claim. For all n$ # N we have ifs(n$+1)=F(ifs(n$), ..., ifs(n$)), where F is the operation defining ifs.
By definition of grid IFSs we have ifs(n$+1)= F(ifs(n$), ..., ifs(n$)) for all n$ # N. Therefore, the case n$= remains. But this property is well known for IFSs in general: We have ifs( )=F(ifs( ), ..., ifs( )) (see, for example. 1. If ifs(n) is disconnected for some n # N then ifs(n+n$) is disconnected for every n$ # N .
If ifs(n)
is connected for all n # N then ifs( ) is connected.
Proof. 1. Let ifs(n) be disconnected for some n # N + . By Lemma 7.10 we have ifs(n+n$)=F(ifs(n$), ..., ifs(n$)) for some grid operation F=( ( f 1 } } } f l ) ). Now, we can make use of the following well-known general result about decreasing sequences of compact sets. Let (X i ) i # N be compact sets such that X i $X i+1 for all i # N, and let i # N X i X$ for some open set X$. Then there is some i # N with X i X$.
Applying this result to our case, n # N ifs(n)=ifs( ) Y _ Z implies the existence of some n # N such that ifs(n) Y _ Z. Since ifs( ) ifs(n) we have ifs(n) & Y{<{ ifs(n) & Z, so ifs(n) is disconnected. K There is another widely used notion of connectedness one can find in the literature (see [1] ). A set X R d is pathwise connected if for every pair (x, y) of points in X there is a path in X joining x and y. Here, a path in X is a continuous mapping ? : U 1 Ä X from the unit interval into X, and it joins x and y if x=?(0) and y=? (1) . In general, pathwise connectedness is a stronger requirement than connectedness, the classical example being the subset [(0, y) |&1
, which is connected but not pathwise connected. We can show that the fractal generated by a grid IFS is connected if and only if it is pathwise connected, however. 
. We define, for all n # N, ? xy given by ? xy (z)=lim n Ä ? xy n (z) for all z # U 1 . By the well-known fact that uniform convergence preserves continuity ? xy is continuous. Furthermore, since ? xy n (Z) # ifs(n) for all n # N it follows that ? xy (z) # P, so ? xy is a continuous path in P joining x and y. K
The hierarchical grid IFS in Fig. 11 serves as a counterexample which reveals that Theorem 7.12 does not extend to hierarchical grid IFSs. The defined fractal is closely related to the traditional example of a pattern which is connected, but not pathwise connected (mentioned above). Intuitively, if we walk along a path in this fractal, starting somewhere on the left-most edge there is no way to leave this edge without violating continuity or leaving the fractal.
We finally show that one can build a multi-tree transducer that detects whether a generated pattern is connected or not. Proof. Let ifs$ be the hierarchical m-grid IFS obtained from ifs using Lemma 7.9. For every state # of ifs$ with #(succ n 0) Ä* ifs$ t for some term t # T P s d, m let us denote by P(#, n) the pattern val(t). Thus, P(#, n) is the nth pattern generated by ifs$ if # is taken as its initial state. Note that P(#, n) is an isometric image of ifs(n), which in particular means that P(#, n) is connected if and only if ifs(n) is connected. Suppose # 0 is the initial state of ifs$ and let
be the rule of ifs$ with left-hand side # 0 (succ x 1 ). Then, an intersection graph of ifs$ is a connected, undirected, simple, and edge labelled graph ([k], E) in the usual sense of graph theory, with node set [k] and edge set E, such that all edges in E have the form
The set of all intersection graphs of ifs$ is denoted by G. We now construct the transducer td as follows. For all i, j (1 i<j k) with
, all states and rules of the transducers td #i!#j!$ , where != f
, are in td (without loss of generality the state sets are assumed to be disjoint). In addition, a new state conn, which is the initial one, is used together with the rules conn 0 Ä true
where [# i !# j !$] is the initial state of td #i !#j !$ .
We proceed by induction on n # N to show that val B (td(succ n 0))=true if and only if ifs(n) is connected. The case n=0 is trivial in both directions, so assume n>0.
( O ) Let val B (td(succ n 0))=true. By the monotonicity property of the transducers td #!#$!$ mentioned above, td enjoys the very same property as no negation occurs in the second rule above. Therefore, val B (td(succ n&1 0))=true, which by the induction hypothesis means that ifs(n&1) is connected. Consequently, for all i # [k] the pattern P(# i , n&1) and thus f i (P (# i , n&1) ) is connected. Since val B (td(succ n 0))=true there must be an intersection graph n&1) ){< for all ([i, j], !!$) # E, which by Lemma 6.7 means that f i (P(# i , n&1)) and f j (P(# j , n&1)) intersect. Since the intersection graph ([k], E) is connected and the patterns f i (P (# i , n&1) ) are connected this means
( o ) Suppose ifs(n) is connected. We have to show that there is an intersection graph ([k], E) # G such that, for all ([i, j], !!$) # E we have val B (td #i !#j !$ (succ n&1 0))= true. In order to define an appropriate intersection graph, let E be the set of all n&1) ) is connected and P(# i , n&1){< for all i # [k], the graph ([k], E) must be connected. Furthermore, by Lemma 6.7 we have red ! (P(# i , n&1) ) & red !$ (P(# j , n&1)){< and hence val B (td #i !#j !$ (succ n&1 0))=true for all ([i, i], !!$) # E, as required. K Unfortunately, we cannot prove Theorem 7.13 for the hierarchical case in the same way. This is because, for hierarchical m-grid IFSs ifs, the pattern ifs(n+1) does not consist of images of ifs(n), so ifs(n+1) can be connected even if the subpatterns it is composed of are disconnected. A simple example showing this behaviour is the hierarchical grid IFS in Fig. 11 . For such examples it is insufficient to test whether the subpatterns that ifs(n) consists of intersect, because these subpatterns are not necessarily connected if the whole is.
Using Theorem 7.13 we find that we can compute the maximum n # N such that ifs(n) is connected. 7.14. Corollary. There is an algorithm that takes as input a grid IFS ifs in R d for some d # N and computes the maximum n 0 of all n # N for which ifs(n) is connected.
Proof. The proof is again the same as the one of Corollary 7.6, this time choosing as T the set [succ n 0 | n # N and ifs(n) connected] and using Lemma 7.11 and Theorem 7.13, instead of Lemma 7.4 and Theorem 7.5, respectively. K
A POLYNOMIAL ALGORITHM TO DECIDE CONNECTEDNESS
Let us finally have a closer look at the proof of Theorem 7.13 and the consequences concerning grid IFSs that we can derive from the construction. It will be shown in this section that, if the dimension d to be considered is fixed, there are only finitely many types of grid IFSs that behave different with respect to connectedness of the patterns ifs(0), ifs(1), } } } . This fact might perhaps be interesting in its own respect, but it can, in particular, be used in order to construct a polynomial time decision algorithm for connectedness (provided that the dimension d is kept fixed). The basic fact from which these statements follow is given below. 8.1. Lemma. For every d # N there is some c # N such that the multi-tree transducer td in the statement of Theorem 7.13 can be constructed without using more than c states (c being independent of m and the actual grid IFS considered). Proof. Consider some fixed d # N and let c be as in Lemma 8.1. Let td 0 be the multi-tree transducer given by Theorem 7.13, which is assumed to make use of at most c states. By Lemma 3.10(iii) O (i), from td 0 we can construct a regular tree grammar td such that td( )=[succ n 0 | val B (td 0 (succ n 0))=true]=[succ n 0 | ifs(n) is connected]. In fact, Theorem 5.1 in [12] , which proves Lemma 3.10(iii) O (i), yields a one-producing regular tree grammar, and it states, in addition, that td can be constructed without using more than 2 c states. 4 Clearly, for a bounded number of states and a fixed input signature there are only finitely many different one-producing regular tree grammars (up to renaming of states). This proves the first assertion.
For the second statement, we continue the reasoning as follows. Since the signature 7 s is monadic the regular tree grammar td from above may be regarded as a regular string grammar in an obvious way, by identifying the term succ n 0 with the string succ } } } succ 0 (n times succ). Since td has at most 2 c states, by the well-known pumping lemma of regular string languages it follows that td( ) is infinite if if and only if ifs(n) is connected. Hence, the proof is finished if we can show that the graph G(n 0 ), where n 0 =2 c , can be computed and tested for connectedness in polynomial time measured in the size of ifs. Clearly, the construction of td can be performed in polynomial time. By definition, G(n 0 ) contains k n0 nodes, each node taking n 0 log m bits for the first component. Thus, since n 0 is fixed, the size of G(n 0 ) is polynomial in |ifs|. Connectedness of graphs can be tested in linear time in the size of the input graph, so it remains to be shown that we can construct G(n 0 ) in polynomial time. Obviously, we may compute the node set ;(n 0 ) in a number of steps which is polynomial in the size of G(n 0 ); and hence is polynomial in |ifs|. To finish the construction we have to compute the edges of G(n 0 ). For this, every pair of nodes has to be considered once and we have to test whether their first components differ by at most 1 in each coordinate. Clearly, this can be done in polynomial time for each pair, which yields a polynomial number of steps altogether and, thus, completes the proof. K The reader will certainly have noticed that the usefulness of the polynomial upper bound obtained in Theorem 8.3 is somewhat questionable. Although the running time of the algorithm is polynomial the degree of that polynomial involves a factor which is exponential in c. The expression that yields c is itself exponential in the dimension d. Therefore, the degree of the polynomial is probably rather large even for d=2 (although the author did not actually compute it). Clearly, some quite obvious optimizations can be done, but this is not supposed to change the situation significantly as long as the basic method remains the same. On the other hand, one should keep in mind that the only alternative decision procedure we know so far is to make direct use of Corollary 7.14, which is probably even worse not``only'' from the theoretical point of view, because it involves the constructions that led to Theorem 7.13 and the finiteness test for regular sets of terms.
DISCUSSION
It has been shown in this paper that context-free gridcollage languages, as well as (possibly hierarchical) grid IFSs behave nicely with respect to language theoretic and algorithmic properties. In particular, the decidability results shown are in sharp contrast to certain undecidability results known from the literature on picture generating devices (cf. the work by Dassow and Hinz [10] , or by Drewes and Kreowski [14] , by Dassow, Habel, and Taubenberger [9] , but, in particular, the paper by Dube [15] , where questions like those considered here are proved to be undecidable for more general classes of IFSs). The``grid'' restriction used to obtain the positive results is on the one hand quite a strong requirement that rules out many cases one would probably also like to have decision algorithms for. On the other hand, the class seems very natural, independently of the wish to find situations that imply algorithmic tractability.
Conceptually, the utilization of tree transducers for the generation of collages or patterns might perhaps be of general interest. As in the case of graphs, where such an approach allows a uniform view on different types of graph languages (see [17] by Engelfriet), this makes it possible to treat different sorts of pattern generating devices in a uniform framework.
The results established here can perhaps be used to show the decidability of further decision problems concerning context-free grid collage languages or grid IFSs. An interesting question is, for instance, whether we can construct, for a given grid IFS ifs, a multi-tree transducer which decides whether ifs(n) has a hole, based on the ideas used to prove Theorem 7.13. If this can be done, it follows that one can decide whether there is some n # N such that ifs(n) has a hole and whether all but a finite number of the patterns ifs(n) have a hole. Another interesting question that remains open is whether the connectedness of patterns generated by hierarchical grid IFSs is decidable Intuitively, the hierarchical case seems to be of greater complexity than the nonhierarchical one since the subpatterns a pattern is composed of might be disconnected, yet the whole is connected, as shown by the example in Fig. 11 . Another question one could try to answer is whether there is a natural characterization of the classes of grid IFSs that behave similar with respect to connectedness in the sense of Theorem 8.2. Such a characterization could, in particular, lead to a new decision algorithm for connectedness which is more elegant and more efficient than the``brute-force'' algorithm provided by Theorem 8.3.
Of course, an interesting question is whether algorithmic results for picture generating systems, like those presented here, can be of practical use. One could think of fields like, for example, circuit design or materials technology. For applications in such areas it would be necessary to find out whether situations of practical relevance can be modelled by picture generating devices. If so, results like those presented here could turn out to be useful in order to develop simulation techniques which make it possible to estimate the properties of materials prior to expensive and timeconsuming experimental studies.
APPENDIX: PROOFS
Proof of Lemma 5.6. In order to see that the first two statements hold it suffices to notice that, since F and F $ are simple by assumption, for all parts p # C j , p$ # C j$ , we have f j ( p) f j $ ( p$) if and only if f j = f j $ and p p$ (see Lemma 4.3) . By definition of 6 and 7 this yields the assertions. {<, which is equivalent to saying red ! ( p) & red !$ ( p$){< since f $= g$ (and similarity transformations are bijections). K Proof of Lemma 6.9. Let td 0 be a regular tree grammar with td 0 ( )=T$. Since the statement becomes trivial if T $=< let T ${<. Then, by Lemma 3.7 we may assume without loss of generality that td 0 is safe and one-producing. Let ? be the predicate on T 7 _T 7$ , such that ?(t, t$) holds if and only if true # val B$ (td(t, t$)). We are going to construct a linear multi-tree transducer td$:: T 7 Ä T 7 such that td$(t)=t if some t$ # T$ exists with true # ?(t, t$), and td$(t)=< otherwise. The idea is that, while copying an input term t we nondeterministically search for a path down that term which makes td produce an occurrence of the symbol true, if provided with a suitable second input term from T $. Only if such an occurrence is found the copying process is allowed to terminate successfully.
Without loss of generality we may assume that td is consuming. This is because we may replace td with a consuming multi-tree transducer without affecting ?. For this, we just replace every state # of rank 0 that occurs in the right-hand side of a rule with true if # Ä* td t for some t # T B$ with val B$ (t)=true, and we replace it with false otherwise. (Note that this can be done effectively, using Lemma 3.6, because the set of all t # T B$ in which the symbol true occurs is certainly regular.)
The state set 1 of td$ contains all unary states # of td and all states ##$, where # is a binary state of td and #$ is a state of td 0 . In addition, we let td$ contain the state copy. All these states are unary in td$, of course. The initial state is # 0 #$ 0 , being given by the initial states # 0 and #$ 0 of td and td 0 , respectively. The rules whose left-hand sides contain the state copy are copy sq d Ä sq d and copy( fx 1 } } } x k ) Ä f(copy x 1 ) } } } (copy x k ) for all m-grid operations f on R d of arity k # N. The remaining rules are given as follows.
For every rule #( fx 1 } } } x k ) Ä t in td and every subterm #$x i of t (where #$is a state and i # [k]) we include the rule #( fx 1 } } } x k ) Ä f(copy x 1 ) } } } (copy x i&1 ) (#$x i )(copy x i+1 ) } } } (copy x k ).
Furthermore, if the symbol true appears in the right-hand side t we add the rule #( fx 1 } } } x k ) Ä f (copy x 1 ) } } } (copy x k ). (In this case the rule above is superfluous but does no harm either.)
Finally, for every rule #( fx 1 } } } x k )( gx k+1 } } } x k+l ) Ä t of td and every rule #$ Ä g# 1 } } } # l of td 0 the following rules are included:
v a rule ##$( fx 1 } } } x k ) Ä f (copy x 1 ) } } } (copy x k ) if the symbol true occurs in t, or if there is a subterm #"x k+i (i # [l]) of t such that there exists a term s # T 7 with # i Ä* td0 s and #"s Ä* td s$ for some s$ # T B$ with val B$ (s$)=true; Furthermore, I am indebted to the referees for their helpful comments and to Joost Engelfriet for many valuable suggestions. The fractals shown throughout the paper have been produced using a collage-grammar system developed by Nils Schwabe and Stefan Taubenberger.
